ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Sigma factors are the extensive coordinator of transcription and have a typical role in transcription initiation through the recognition of specific promoter sequences of various set of genes. It is believed that changes in environmental factors lead to the replacement of sigma factors in the holoenzyme and the transcriptional regulation of a different set of genes. This in turn help in the expression of proteins that can help the organism to survive under stress conditions 1 . It is generally observed that every sigma factor recognizes distinct sets of promoter sequence. Therefore, variation in active sigma factor populations may represent a powerful way to modulate transcription profiles of an organism in accordance with its physiological requirements.
For having a complex physiological life style the species of Mycobacterium, as other actinomycetes, have been evolved in the past while present in the soil. However, this genus comprise of variety of strains that are associated with infectious diseases in a wide range of hosts. The major advancement of Mycobacterium species is an association of deletion (nonfunctional genes are deleted/inactivated and subsequently eroded) and insertion of genes (horizontal transfer and gene duplication) which enable their survival in various stresses [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The emergence of pathogens and opportunists from non-pathogens and vise-versa is an interesting study of investigation. Specially in presence of advancement of genomics which enrich nucleic acid databanks with whole genome sequence data. Pathogens often harbour chromosomal gene clusters encoding virulence functions, known as pathogenecity islands, which have been acquired by horizontal gene transfer, and allow such pathogens to infect the host [6] [7] . Horizontal gene transfer indicate the addition of genetic elements transferred from the donor organism directly into the genome of the recipient organism, where they form genomic islands-that is, stretch of DNA which contain mobile genetic elements. Genomic islands may contain large chunks of virulence determinants (adhesins, invasins, toxins, protein secretion systems, antibiotic resistance mechanisms, etc), and thus are described as pathogenicity islands. Pathogenicity islands comprise of approximately 10-200 kilobases of genomic DNA that are unique in pathogenic bacterial strains but absent from the genomes of non-pathogens of the same or related species. Pathogenicity islands are supposed to have been procured as a block by horizontal gene transfer owing to (a) their G+C content is notably different from that of the genomes of the host micro-organism; (b) they are often flanked by direct repeats; (c) they are often integrated with tRNA genes; (d) they are associated with integrase determinants and other mobility loci; and (e) they demonstrate genetic instability. Indeed, all three mechanisms for genetic exchange or transfer between bacteria (that is, transformation, transduction, and conjugation) plays vital role in the evolution of pathogenic species 8 .
Hence, the expression of such gene clusters tent are acquired from various sources should depend on specialized transcriptional machinery which essentially includes different flavour of sigma factors with a constant set of core RNA polymerase. Thus it is an intriguing issue to find out the correlation between distribution of sigma factor and pathogenecity among mycobacterial species. Availability of whole genome sequences has opened the possibility to evaluate the degree of variation of sigma factor among the different species of 
RESULTS

16S rRNA phylogeny segregrates pathogenic and non-pathogenic Mycobacterium
To infer the evolutionary relationships of pathogens, opportunists and non-pathogens among 
Occurence of sigma factor in Mycobacterium is a potential tool to predict their pathogenicity index
Based upon the percentage of occurrence of the sigma factors among 40 different
Mycobacterium species it is evident that the ECF sigma factors -SigC, SigD, SigG, SigH, SigK and SigI are widely found among pathogens than that in opportunists and non- [24] [25] . The cell wall protein, PcaA acts as cyclopropane synthase that incorporates a single proximal cycloproprane ring on the α -mycolic acids and the production of cord factor in the cell wall required for persistence and virulence [26] [27] .
Mce1B belongs to a mce family protein playing an essential role in bacterial virulence imposing their role at the route of infection 28 . KatG is a stress-responsive protein that plays major role in the degradation of catalase:peroxidise generated by phagocyte NADPH oxidase 29 . The regulatory protein PhoP senses Mg 2+ starvation which controls the expression of genes involved in surface remodelling and adaptation to intracellular growth 30 . PE_PGRS belongs to the PE family of protein consisting of polymorphic GC-rich repetitive sequence at its C-terminal domain that inhibits proteasomal degradation of the N-terminal PE domain (Table 2) . It is interesting to note that PE_PGRS is exclusively found among the pathogens. Thus the trend observed in sigma factors is followed for other virulence factors as well.
Pathogenecity responsive sigma factors follow the character of pathogenecity responsive factors
The aliphatic index (AI) of a protein describes the comparative volume utilised by aliphatic side chains (alanine, valine, isoleucine, and leucine). It is considered as a positive factor for enhancing the thermostability of globular proteins 32 figure S4-a) .
GRAVY value shows the dominance of hydrophilicity among the virulence factors except for PE_PGRS, which manifests predominance in hydrophobicity (Supplementary figure S4-b figure S4-c) .
DISCUSSION
In this study, the distributions of sigma factors of 40 different species of
Mycobacterium are compared. The chosen set encompasses pathogens, opportunists and nonpathogens from both slow and rapid growing species of Mycobacterium. The varied growth rate and pathogenicity of these organisms along with the number of sigma factors they bear are interlinked in table 3. From the analysis it has been found that all pathogens are included only within the slow growing variety while non-pathogens are typically rapid growers.
Opportunists belong to both the slow and rapidly growing variety. Thus, a close correlation is derived between the growth rate and pathogenicity portraying that the intensity of virulence diminishes from slow growing to rapid growing Mycobacterium. Based on 16S rDNA sequence, the phylogenetic analysis of the 40 various species of Mycobacterium, efficiently discriminates the slow growers from the rapid growers. Likewisethe evolutionary analysis based upon the primary sequence of 16S rDNA as well as those from the secondary structure annotated phylogenetic tree prominently discriminates pathogens from opportunists and nonpathogens. These finding flash enough light on the distribution of pathogenecity trend within
Mycobacterium species. The gaining of the pathogenecity trait happened in cost of their growth rate. It is an intriguing question why the pathogens need to be a slow grower in vitro and in vivo. It might be true that pathogens are dependent on some host factor for their proliferation; however it is unlikely to be the only cause as the growth rate does not change while supplemented with host factors. In this point it is demanding to explore the truth that lies in gain of pathogenecity in cost of growth rate or loss of pathogenecity to increase it.
Similar study 35 based on comparative genome analysis of Mycobacterium was successful to understand the genome feature of each pathogenic and non-pathogenic species based on 16S rDNA to its unique niche. However the position of opportunists has not been considered earlier.
It has been noted from the present study that slow growing true pathogens are distinctly distinguishable from slow growing opportunists, while, the opportunists that are rapidly growing form are found in combination with rapid growing non-pathogens. Thus, opportunists are assembled variedly onto the slow and rapid growers. Moreover, the evolutionary lineage of opportunists justifies its diversification from gaining pathogenecity.
The study is emphasised on the overall difference among pathogens, opportunists and non-pathogens based on the distribution of sigma factors such as to determine the role of a particular sigma factor on pathogenicity. Jaccard's similarity coefficient analysis based on sigma factor availability follows the evolutionary trend in terms of virulence. However, the distinction in growth rate pattern is absent in this UPGMA analysis. The discrimination of slow growers from the rapid growers observed during phylogenetic analysis is lost, yet the differentiation of pathogens from opportunists and non-pathogens is well maintained. The 
Methods
Retrieval of nucleotide and amino acid sequence of Mycobacterial sigma factors
The sigma factors of different Mycobacterium species have been obtained using the advance search mode of uniprot 37 and KEGG orthology database search (http://www.kegg.jp/ or http://www.genome.jp/ kegg/) [38] [39] [40] .
Phylogenetic analysis based on primary sequence of 16S rDNA
The 16S rDNA sequences of 40 different species of Mycobacterium used in the study have been retrieved from NCBI database. MEGA 6 41 is used for sequence-based tree construction with progressive multiple sequence alignment (MSA) algorithms i.e., CLUSTRALW (inbuilt in MEGA 6) followed by the test of phylogeny inferred with neighbour-joining (NJ) method along with kimura 2 parameter model as distance correlation. In order to test the reliability of the tree branches, a bootstrap analysis with 1000 replicates is performed.
Phylogenetic analysis based on secondary structure of 16S rDNA MAFT version 7 42 is employed for the test of phylogeny taking into account the secondary structure of 16S rDNA of 40 different species of Mycobacterium used for the study. Q-INS-i of MAFT programme utilises the Four-way consistency objective function for incorporating structural information. The structure annotated phylogenetic tree file in 'NEWICK' format is generated by MAFT version 7 which offers building of phylogenetic tree using TreeDyn 189.3 43 The inclusion of secondary structure information provides a robust analysis that incorporates additional biological information that strengthens the confidence that positional homology is being conserved. 
Statistical data analysis
Comparative pathogenomics analysis
These is harnessed using the virulence factor database (VFDB) 46 
